
HUMANHOOD

"Rudi and Julia have this special mix of artistic integrity, a signature style married to a truly compelling

vision, and a hardworking ethos; they clearly build on the legacy of their predecessors Akram Khan, Sidi

Larbi Cherkahoui and Hofesh Shechter. Yet as a new generation, they are doing something in their own terms,

honing in on the communal and spiritual nature the experience of dance and asking us to join them." 

— Eva Martinez, Sadler's Wells' Former Artistic Programmer

"Infinite, a wonder that transcends the limits of dance and movement to become a creation that is both

unclassified and extraordinary." — Marc Sabater, Recomana.cat

"Rather than counter the popular cliche of contemporary dance as "rolling around on the floor", they made it

credible by being so damn good at it." 

— Sanjoy Roy, The Guardian



HUMANHOOD is one of the most extraordinary dance artists to experience. A timeless reverberance pervades

their every movement. It is captivating. At every level. Leaving you both breathless and full of artistic oxygen

simultaneously. 

There is that moment when you realize you are witnessing the emergence of a new art form, a new artist,

ready to ride a new wave. That time is now. And that artist is HUMANHOOD. 

—Jodi Kaplan

BRIEF SYNOPSIS:

HUMANHOOD’s mystical, colossal, and award-winning dance performances are based on the fusion of ancient

mysticism — past, the inner world — and modern science — future, the outer world — within the human body—

present, the illusionary barrier between the inner and outer worlds. They create mystical and colossal dance

production bringing art for transformation into the world’s most recognised theatres across five continents.

Co-founders Julia Robert and Rudi Cole are world-class artists, choreographers, and movement guides who

have performed with Akram Khan, Hofesh Schechter, Jasmin Vardimon and among others. They joined

together in establishing HUMANHOOD in 2016 to develop the unique, symbiotic, choreographic movement

language that is notoriously known for its exquisite fluidity and powerful rhythm. 

HUMANHOOD has achieved utmost international acclaim, most notably performing at Sadler’s Wells in

London, Festival Grec Barcelona and at the Venice Biennale. HUMANHOOD was selected as the featured artist

at the 2022 Cinars Biennale, and has recently been invited to create a new commissioned work on the

Nederlands Dans Theater.

AVAILABLE PROGRAMS

Torus

{Infinite}

Multiverse

Exlusive duet performance Zero available upon request.
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https://vimeo.com/368051566/61e92614ad
https://vimeo.com/748046029/cb46a95f19
https://bookingdance.com/MultiverseDossier_2024.pdf

